Some Brief Notes on Rights.


Q – what are some examples of rights that we have?

What are rights?   Rights are very strong moral or legal entitlements.  To have a right to X is to be able to demand its provision.   Rights give the rights-holder an especially strong justification for being able to act in a certain way or for demanding a certain benefit - this justification will generally triumph over collective goals such as welfare, prosperity or security.  May yield to collective goals only in ‘clear and present emergencies’.

Q - Why do we need rights?   
To protect fundamental interests, to settle disputes, to protect people's choices, to allocate scarce resources. 

Rights are not intended to exhaust moral discourse.  There are many acts that are wrong that don’t violate rights, and some situations in which demanding one’s rights would be morally undesirable.

Legal rights and natural or moral rights.  A legal right is protected by law.  A moral or natural right is not necessarily protected by law (some see these as not rights at all) but is justified by reference to some important fact about humans and/or their fundamental interests.  We usually talk of natural rights when we want to argue that some important interest be protected by a legal right.

The logic of rights    Wesley Hohfeld distinguishes between claim rights and liberties.  Simple case:  if I have a claim right to a car park, that means others must not park there.

My claim right to A generates correlative duties for others to respect or provide A.  Claim rights can generate duties of non interference eg: a right not to be killed (negative claim right) or duties of service eg: a right to education (positive claim right).

My liberty to park on public street means others have no right that I don’t.  My liberty to A means others have no right that I refrain from A.

Hohfeld’s view is that all duties or obligations are generated by rights - there are no obligations that exist independently of rights. 

Q – do you agree with this?  Are there duties that you think you have that do not correspond to rights?

One possible example - no right to be sustained by strangers, but some kind of duty to assist and sustain people in need?

 
Kinds of rights - three different distinctions
Negative rights - not to be interfered with
	eg right not to be assaulted
Positive rights - to be provided with something
	eg right to primary education

Positive and negative rights – because positive requires action/resources from others – some think they are harder to justify that negative rights.  Possible conflicts – positive rights that need tax funding restrict negative rights to property  (right to health care – right to own income) Some – eg libertarians – go for negative rights mostly


Claim rights - that generate duties for others (can be positive or negative)
Liberty rights - mean that no one has a right that you refrain
	eg right to freedom of speech

In rem rights - which you hold against everybody
	eg right not to be killed
In personam rights - which you hold against individuals or groups, in virtue of contracts, agreements, relationships.
	eg right to the $20 that you lent me

Who has rights?
One view is that because rights serve to protect autonomous choice, rights holders must be rational, autonomous agents.  This would exclude non-human animals, human babies and the severely cognitively disabled. (The Will Theory)
Q – can animals and babies be adequately protected by the rights of their owners and parents?
Another view is that because rights serve to protect fundamental interests, then any being that has interests could be a rights holder.  This would make it hard to exclude from rights talk any being who had interests in, for example, not suffering  (The Interest Theory)
Q – if all beings that have interests can have rights, how do we decide which of their interests to protect with rights?  Consider a chicken’s interest in a pain-free life. . . 

Q – what other questions do you have about rights?



Some Sample Discussion Plans on Rights  

1)  what are some rights that humans have?
2)  how does it help us to have rights?
3)  if you have a right, what does that mean for other people?
4)  are there rights that you have that require nothing of other people?
5)  are there different kinds of rights?
6)  what is a right?

What differences might there be between these rights?
A right to not be killed
A right to park on the public street
A right to park in the car park you paid for
A right to be happy
A right to education
A right to say what you think
A right to the $5 you borrowed off me

1)  does everybody have the same rights?
2)  could somebody have no rights?
3)  if you live in a country which does not protect free speech, do you still have a right to free speech?
4)  if a small group of people are stranded on an uninhabited distant planet, do they have rights?
5)  do they need rights?  
6)  in what situations might they not need them?
7)  if they haven’t got rights, could they get them?  how?

1)  can all kinds of creatures have rights, or just humans?
2)  can animals?
3)  can trees?
4)  can mountains have rights?
5)  what makes you the kind of thing that can have rights?
6)  do all humans have those qualities?
7)  if they don’t, can they still have rights?

1)  what would the world be like if there were no rights?
2)  what would the world be like if people cared only about rights?
3)  do you have a right not to be lied to by 
	a) strangers, when you ask them for directions?
	b)  your friends?
	c)  your teachers?
4)  if you gave different answers to a, b and c, what is the difference?
5)  do the starving children in the Third World have a right to your help?
6)  does the drowning child in front of you have a right to your help? 
7)  if you have different answers to the last two questions, what is the difference between the two situations?
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